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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to the field of rasp blades used for removing worn tread material from a tire carcass to prepare the tire carcass for retreading.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Retreading tires is a large and important industry in the United States and worldwide. A retreaded tire costs much less to use than a new tire, and it sells for less - usually between 30% to 50% of the comparable new tire price. When a tire has become worn and seems ready to be discarded, the bulk of its cost remains unrecovered. In the United States, all federal agencies are required to replace the original tires on their vehicles with retreaded tires. All commercial airlines, as well as military jet aircraft, use retreaded tires. In 2001, approximately 80% of all aircraft tires in commercial airline service in the United States were retreaded tires.

[0003] Retreading tires benefits the environment by conserving oil. The synthetic rubber components in a new passenger tire contain 7 to 8 gallons of oil. Retreading that same tire uses only 2 to 3 gallons of oil. The manufacture of a new medium truck tire requires 22 gallons of oil, but only 7 gallons to retrread the existing tire carcass. Every year in North America, the use of retreaded tires saves over 400 million gallons of oil and every tire that is retreaded is one less tire that must be placed in overcrowded landfills.

[0004] In a well-known process for retreading suitable worn tires the worn tread is cut or buffed away to provide what is known as a casing. Then any damage remaining in the casing after buffing is repaired, and new tread is bonded to the casing with vulcanization. The resulting retreaded tire is then inspected to be sure that it is suitable to be used.

[0005] When a tire is prepared for retreading, it is first mounted on a buffing machine or lathe type machine and inflated. A rasp hub assembly, comprising a rasp hub having a large number of toothed rasp blades mounted on the periphery of the rasp hub, is rotated and the peripheral surface of the worn tire is moved against the periphery of the rotating rasp hub assembly to loosen, tear and grind off the excess rubber and roughen it sufficiently so that the buffed surface of the casing can bond the new rubber tread during the vulcanization process. Each tire has a predetermined crown width, profile and radius and the casing must be buffed to the appropriate size, shape and texture to receive a new tread that will provide optimal tread to road contact. The buffing of the worn tread is therefore a critical stage of the retreading process.

[0006] Rasp blades generally have a plurality of pairs of teeth, each pair of teeth having a dovetail shape, where all of the teeth provide an outer cutting edge for cutting the worn tire tread. Each pair of teeth has a notch between its two teeth formed by cutting out a portion of the blade therebetween, thereby forming a substantially “Y” shaped pair of teeth, each such pair of teeth separated by recesses of partly incomplete circular shape. The notch formed between each tooth in a pair divides the pair into offset halves, each half defining a tooth having a respective peripheral cutting edge and being located on opposite sides of the general plane in which the body of the blade lies, so that one cutting edge may assume a position as a leading cutting edge when an assembly of such blades on a tire rasp hub is rotated in either direction. As the rasp hub assembly is rotated, the leading cutting edge buffs or cuts away the peripheral surface of the worn tire to a texture, which markedly improves the bonding of the new tread thereto.

[0007] A typical rasp hub assembly that includes rasp blades as just described has the form of a hub defined by interconnected front and back circular end plates having arcuate or quadrant shaped rasp blades arranged between the end plates in four or more separate parallel stacks located around the circumferential perimeter of the hub. Each rasp blade of any one stack is separated from its adjacent other blade of the stack by a spacer, the stack being secured in position between the end plates by support pins. Removable fasteners hold the end plates together, sandwiching the rasp blades, thus allowing for dismantling of the rasp hub assembly for purposes of service and repair, such as when the rasp blade teeth become worn or the blades are broken.

BACKGROUND ART

[0008] Many conventional rasp blades have teeth that are formed on the same plane of the rasp blade body. For example, see US Patent 5,075,942. Such conventional tire rasp blades may be mounted at an angle relative to the direction of rotation on a tire buffing machine to increase the width of the cut on the tire being buffed. The angle is achieved by using wedge shaped spacers between the rasp blades that are positioned next to the end plates on the rasp hub. Parallel spacers between intermediate rasp blades allow all blades to be parallel to each other, but at an angle relative to the direction of rotation of the rasp hub. It is desirable to increase the width of the cut to reduce or eliminate the amount of required sideways movement between the worn tire and the hub assembly. Such sideways movement extends the time required to buff away the necessary amount of tread from the worn tire, thereby generating unwanted heat buildup. The heat buildup can adversely affect the texture of the buffed surface. The heat buildup can also weaken the rasp blade and cause the blades to break when exposed to the lateral forces on the blades during the sideways movement.

[0009] Another technique for increasing the width of the cut is to bend the body of the blade to form a V-shape at its vertex, as in US Patent 5,504,981, which shows the
including the steps of initially forming an arcuate blade of the body of a blade bent at its mid-point to form two, linearly inclined, axially facing flat wings. Such an approach is also seen in US Patent 5,461,762. However, by bending the blade body at the vertex, the lateral strength of the blade may be reduced. Reduction in lateral strength can cause undesirable lateral deformation and can result in broken blades and reduced blade life. Furthermore, when the body of a rasp blade is bent in the mid-point, the use of non-standard similarly bent spacers are required, and a non-standard rasp blade hub that conforms to the bent shape of the blade body may be required.

An alternative technique available to increase the cutting width without reducing the lateral strength of the blade body is to form the outer cutting teeth region of the blade without bending the planar portion of the blade body. For example, US Patent 4,336,640 shows alternating sections of the outer peripheral tooth region being bent laterally relative to the plane of the blade body. Such an alternating bent configuration however, has a discontinuity between the alternating sections. The discontinuity can reduce the lateral strength of the blade’s cutting edge and can result in a non-uniform buffed surface of the tire being cut. The discontinuity between the laterally bent sections can also cause unbuffed ridges at the point on the tire that is not being contacted by cutting teeth. The resulting ridges would then need to be buffered and such a follow-up procedure is inconvenient, time consuming and expensive.

In view of the foregoing problems, this invention provides a tire rasp blade that has a planar body and a cutting tooth portion to provide maximum lateral strength, in which alternating, laterally displaced rows of teeth have a substantially continuous transition of the teeth at the working edge.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to an improved tire rasp blade, according to claims 1 and 16, which is used for forming a substantially uniform surface on a tire carcass, and for the purpose of preparing that surface for receiving retread material, which is bonded by vulcanizing or is otherwise attached to the tire carcass. A preferred embodiment of the present invention includes a planar body and a separate portion of laterally displaced cutting teeth at its outer working edge. Each of the cutting teeth extend laterally relative to the planar body and are formed in substantially continuously alternating lateral sets of oppositely curved sections. In the preferred embodiment, the alternating sets of curved sections form a generally sinusoidal curve along the outer periphery. There may be varying numbers of curves, such as 3 or 4 or 5 or more.

The present invention is also directed to a method of manufacturing a rasp blade according to claims 17 and 21. A preferred embodiment of the present invention includes the steps of initially forming an arcuate blade of planar material that has an outer periphery having varying radii from a center point of the arcuate blade. Then cutting teeth are formed at the outer periphery separately from the planar material. The outer portion adjacent to the planar material is then bent in opposite directions to form alternating, oppositely curved teeth sections. After bending, the radii of the cutting teeth on the curved sections preferably all lie on substantially the same circumferential radius. The substantially uniform radius allows all cutting teeth to engage the surface of the worn tire when cutting and buffing the tire surface.

The preferred embodiment of the inventive rasp blade provides a substantially continuous transition between the alternating, laterally bent curved tooth sections. The substantially continuous transition has been found by the inventor to contribute to several significant advantages, including but not limited to the following:

- First, all teeth on the cutting edge of the rasp blade perform cutting and buffing work on the tire to be cut because there is a continuous transition between laterally bent alternating sections. In addition, the uniform radius to the cutting teeth causes all of the teeth to contact the surface of the tire during the cutting and buffing procedure.
- Second, the continuous transition between the laterally bent alternating sections is believed to contribute to added blade strength that resists lateral forces and lateral deformation. The resistance to lateral forces is also believed to result in less blade breakage and an increased life of the blade. The extended blade life reduces the operating costs to the company, which is performing the tire buffing operation.
- Third, the continuous transition cuts the tire surface consistently to create a substantially uniform buffed texture that is desirable for the application and bonding of the new tire tread. The continuous transition between alternating curved sections also results in an improved texture of the buffed surface.

Fourth, the continuous transition avoids the production of thin strips of rubber from the tire shoulder or from between the alternating bent sections. The thin strips that would otherwise be created, feed into and foul the exhaust system used in the buffing process, and can create ridges on the tire that would then need to be re-buffed.

When using a tire rasp hub assembly, it is typical to move the rasp blades sideways relative to the tire being buffed. Because the preferred embodiment of the present invention increases the cutting width with its curved, oppositely laterally bent alternating sections, the amount of sideways movement of the rasp blades is eliminated or can be reduced. Excessive side movement builds up heat, takes additional time to buff the tire, and causes the blades to heat up. The heat build-up reduces the life expectancy of the blades. The reduction of necessary sideways movement of the preferred embodiment of the present invention reduces the heat build-up and therefore increases the life of the blade. The increased life of the blade reduces costs to the operator.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other embodiments of the present invention may be more fully understood from the following detailed description of an illustrative embodiment when taken together with an accompanying drawing wherein similar reference characters refer to similar elements throughout and in which:

FIG. 1 is a side view of a tire rasp blade in the preferred form of the present invention, showing the varying radii of the blade before the outer periphery is bent.

FIG. 1a is an enlarged sectional side view of the blade of FIG. 1.

FIG. 2 is a top view, showing a portion of the edge of the rasp blade shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a table that includes the dimensions of the radii of the tooth pairs identified on the rasp blade shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3a is a graph of the radii dimensions for a first alternative preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3b is a graph of the radii dimensions for a second alternative preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a graph of the radii dimensions from the table shown in FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is a top or plan view of a tire rasp blade in the preferred form of the present invention, showing the blade after the outer periphery has been bent.

FIG. 5a shows a top view of enlarged details of a curved section of the rasp blade of FIG. 5.

FIG. 6 is a side view of the rasp blade of FIG. 5, showing the final substantially uniform radius of the tooth pairs after the outer periphery has been bent.

FIG. 7 is an isometric view of the rasp blade of FIGS. 5 and 6.

FIG. 7a shows enlarged details of a section of the rasp blade of FIG. 7.

FIG. 8 is a side view of a tire rasp hub assembly in the preferred form of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a top or plan view of the tire rasp hub assembly of FIG. 8.

FIG. 10 is a perspective, assembly view of a portion of the rasp hub of FIGS. 8 and 9, showing the use of the rasp blade of FIGS. 5-7a.

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Referring now to FIG. 1, a rasp blade used on a 9-inch hub assembly B, generally referred to by the letter A, includes an arcuate, planar body 38, which is typically of a length so that four or more of such blades form a complete circle when attached to circular rasp hubs, as is well known in the art. The rasp hubs are used with a rasp hub assembly B (shown in FIG. 8) that is used for rotating the blades relative to the tire to be cut or buffed. The blade A is formed by stamping it into a flat stock or planar blank. After forming, the body 38 and the tooth pairs in FIG. 1 all lie in the same plane, as shown in the broken section of the top view of blade A in FIG. 2.

The blade body 38 is provided with spaced holes 45a through which pass pins 45 (shown in FIGS. 8-10) carried in the hub assembly B and serving to attach the blade A to the hub assembly B, as is known in the art.

The blade A has multiple sets of tooth pairs 34 on the outside of the arcuate edge. For purposes of describing the preferred embodiment of the invention clearly, tooth pairs 34a - 34g have been identified specifically on the drawings. The tooth pairs 34 shown are of a conventional dovetail shape. Each of the 20 tooth pairs 34 shown is identified from 1 to 20, which corresponds to the tooth pairs 34 listed in the table of FIG. 3. In the preferred embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 1, the minimum radius of the tooth pairs 34 is 114.2 mm and the maximum radius is 114.8 mm. As can be seen from the plotted distribution of the radii of the tooth pairs 34 in FIG. 4, the radii vary from a minimum radius to a maximum radius, with 4 tooth pairs 34a, 34b, 34c and 34d being at a maximum radius, 8 tooth pairs 34 being at a minimum radius and 8 tooth pairs being at radius between the minimum and the maximum radii.

Although 20 tooth pairs 34 are shown in the preferred embodiment, varying numbers of tooth pairs 34 may also be used with the invention. Typical numbers of tooth pairs 34 range from 16 to 24, but there may also be more or less tooth pairs 34 without departing from the invention.

FIGS. 3a and 3b are tables showing the radii of a first and second alternative preferred embodiment of the invention. FIG. 3a shows the radii of an unbent rasp blade used on a 10.5-inch diameter rasp hub assembly B and FIG. 3b shows the radii of an unbent rasp blade used on an 11.5-inch diameter rasp hub assembly B. It is contemplated that the invention not be limited to the dimensions provided, but instead the radii may vary with varying desired rasp hub assembly B diameters.

In FIG. 5, the blade A is shown after the tooth pairs 34 on the outer tooth portion 52a have been bent laterally at the deformation line 52 (best seen in FIG. 6) to form a curved cutting edge 36. The curved cutting edge 36 is the edge of the blade along the tooth pairs 34 along the length of the blade A. The cutting edge 36 is the surface that engages the tire to be cut and buffed by the tooth pairs 34. The bent surfaces are formed by placing...
the unbent blade in FIG. 1 into a die that has the desired configuration. The resulting radius 50 of the cutting edge 36 is substantially the same. As seen in FIGS. 5 and 6, the cutting edge 36 varies with the position of the tooth pairs. When looking at the tooth pairs 34 on the blade A after the periphery has been bent, reference should be made to the Table in FIG. 3 to understand fully the relationship between the differing radii of the tooth pairs 34 and the curved sections on the blade A. The "Tooth Pair" numbers shown in the table in FIG. 3 correspond to the tooth pair 34 position from the left end of the blade A. Reference number 34a-34g are also provided in FIG. 3 to show clearly the position of the tooth pairs 34a-34g in relation to the drawings.

The third tooth pair 34a from the left is on the outermost position at the top of the curved cutting edge 36. The fifth tooth pair 34b is approximately on the plane of the planar body 38. The eighth tooth pair 34c is on the outermost position at the bottom of the curved cutting edge 36. The tenth tooth pair 34d is approximately on the plane of the planar body 38. The thirteenth tooth pair 34e is on the outermost position at the top of the curved cutting edge 36. The fifteenth tooth pair 34f is approximately on the plane of the planar body 38. The eighteenth tooth pair 34g is on the outermost position at the top of the curved cutting edge 36. As is shown in the plot of the radii from FIG. 3 in FIG. 4, the tooth pairs 34a, 34c, 34e and 34g, which are at the outermost positions, have the greatest pre-bent radius, while the tooth pairs 34b, 34d and 34f, which are approximately on the plane of the planar body 38, have the minimum pre-bent radius. When the tooth pairs 34a, 34c, 34e and 34g, which have the largest pre-bent radius, are bent outward, the lateral deformation reduces the resulting radius to the substantially uniform radius 50, shown in FIG. 6.

In the preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the largest pre-bent radius of tooth pairs 34a, 34c, 34e and 34g is 114.8 mm. The largest pre-bent radius occurs at tooth pairs identified as 34a, 34c, 34e and 34g. An enlarged portion of the rasp blade from FIG. 1 is shown in FIG. 1a and shows the larger radius of tooth pair 34a in comparison with tooth pair 34b.

The preferred embodiment of FIG. 3 is normally used on a 9-inch hub assembly B. In FIG. 3a the pre-bent dimensions are shown for a first alternative preferred embodiment of the invention that is normally used on a 10.5-inch hub assembly B. In FIG. 3b the pre-bent dimensions are shown for a second alternative preferred embodiment of the invention that is normally used on an 11.5-inch hub assembly B. Both the first and second alternative embodiments include 20 tooth pair dimensions and 22 tooth pair dimensions. It is contemplated that more than 22 tooth pairs may also be used without departing from the invention.

Typically the uniform radius 50, shown in FIG. 6, will equal the minimum pre-bent radius because of the reduction in radius of the laterally bent sections after bending. It is contemplated that the radii provided may be longer or shorter, as desired. The curve shape is generally sinusoidal or a single helix configuration, but alternative curved shapes are also contemplated. The number of laterally bent sections may vary. Although the preferred embodiment shows 4 sections, there can be more or less without departing from the invention.

FIG. 7 is an isometric view of the rasp blade A, also after the tooth pairs 34 have been bent laterally to form a cutting edge 36. In addition to being bent laterally, the tooth pairs 34 are twisted relative to the plane of the planar body 38 as also shown in the enlarged sectional view of FIG. 7a. The twisting of the tooth pairs 34 is known in the art. However, the tooth pairs 34 in the embodiment of the present invention are twisted along the cutting edge 36 with a consistent direction of twist from one end of the blade to the other. As can best be seen in FIG. 5, the leftmost two tooth pairs 34 are twisted clockwise. The third tooth pair 34a from the left end of the blade A is bent at its center with its apex 35 being positioned towards the plane of the planar body 38. FIG. 5a shows a detail of a section of the blade of FIG. 5 and shows the apex 35 of tooth pair 34g. The tooth pairs 4-7 from the left end of the blade A are twisted counterclockwise; the eighth tooth pair 34c from the left end of the blade A is bent at its center with its apex 35 being positioned towards the plane of the planar body 38; the ninth through twelfth from the left of the blade A tooth pairs are twisted clockwise; the thirteenth from the left of the blade A tooth pair 34e is bent at its center with its apex 35 being positioned towards the planar body 38; the fourteenth through seventeenth from the left of the blade A tooth pairs are twisted counterclockwise; the eighteenth from the left of blade A tooth pair 34g is bent at its center with its apex 35 being positioned towards the plane of the planar body; and the nineteenth and twentieth from the left of the blade A tooth pairs are twisted clockwise. Such a gradual twisting of the tooth pairs 34 along the cutting edge 36 assists to create a uniform buffed surface of the tire surface. The gradual twisting also results in a favorable texture of the buffed surface of the buffed tire.

FIG. 6 shows a side view of the rasp blade A after the outer tooth portion 52a has been bent at the deformation line 52. As previously indicated, after bending, the radius line 50 along the cutting edge 36 is generally the same. The approximately uniform radius 50 causes the cutting edge 36 to make contact substantially along its entire length with the worn tire tread when cutting or buffing.

The continuous transition between alternating bent curved sections can be seen on the top view of FIG. 5. The continuous transition is believed to provide numerous advantages, including but not limited to the following:

First, all of the cutting teeth 34 on the cutting edge 36 of the rasp blade A perform cutting and buffing work on the tire to be cut because there is a continuous transition between laterally bent alternating sections.

Second, the continuous transition between lat-
eraly bent alternating sections contributes to added blade strength to resist lateral forces and lateral deformation. The resistance to lateral forces and deformation results in less blade breakage to extend the life of the blade A and therefore reduce the operating costs to the company who is performing the tire buffering operation.

[0037] Third, the continuous transition cuts the tire surface consistently to create a uniform buffed surface that is desirable for the application of the new tire tread. The continuous transition between alternating curved sections also results in an improved texture of the buffed surface.

[0038] Fourth, the continuous transition avoids the production of thin strips of rubber from the tire shoulder or from between the alternating bent sections. The thin strips that would otherwise be created, can feed into and foul the exhaust system used in the buffering process, and can create a ridge on the tire that would then need to be rebuffed.

[0039] FIG. 8 is a side view of a tire rasp blade hub including four rasp blades A (identified by a bracket) positioned on pins 45. In FIG. 9, a top view of the rasp blade hub is shown with multiple rasp blades A mounted on pins 45. The rasp blades are mounted at an angle relative to the direction of rotation of the rasp hub 41. In a vertical arrangement of the rasp blades A on the rasp hub 41, an angled spacer 44a that is wider at one end than at the other end is provided. The detailed mounting configuration of the rasp blades A on the rasp hub 41a is shown in FIG. 10. After a first offset spacer 44a has been mounted on the pins 45 a first rasp blade A(1) is mounted on the pins 45, then a parallel spacer 44b is mounted on the pins 45 followed by another rasp blade A(2). Then a subsequent rasp blade A(3) is mounted on the pins 45. The assembly continues including the mounting of a rasp blade A, then a parallel spacer 44b until the desired numbers of rasp blades A are assembled on the pins 45. In FIG. 9 the number of rasp blades A is seven, but this may vary according the width of the rasp hub. Once the final desired rasp blade A is in position, a second offset spacer 44c is placed on the pins 45 before finally assembling the pins to the other rasp hub 41b (shown in FIG. 9). The orientation of the second angled spacer 44c is reversed relative to the orientation of the first angled spacer 44a.

[0040] When the hub assembly B is mounted to the buffing machine (not shown), the blades A may be presented to the worn tire in a vertical configuration or a horizontal configuration (not shown). As the hub assembly B rotates, the cutting edge 36 of each blade A is brought into contact with the tread of the worn tire. Because the plurality of pairs of cutting teeth 34 of each blade A are disposed in a wave like configuration, and in a non-planar configuration relative to the planar body 38, when the blade A sweeps against the worn tire, the cutting teeth 34 contact and remove tread from a broad area of the worn tire equal to the lateral distance or amplitude between the tooth furthest above the planar body 38 and the tooth furthest below the plane of the planar body 38. The adjacent blades A(2) and A(3) are spaced apart such that the tooth furthest above the planar body of blade A(2) and the tooth furthest below the planar body of blade A(3) are aligned when viewed from the direction of rotation, such that the tread areas of the worn tire that each blade will remove are abutting or overlapping. When the blades A are set up in the hub assembly B in this configuration, the action of the blades across the tread of the worn tire will result in a broad sweeping action removing the tread from the entire tread surface of the worn tire with minimal or no need for relative sideways movement of the worn tire and the hub assembly. The blades A therefore increase the cutting edge area of the stack, resulting in fewer required rasp blades A per stack to achieve an acceptably buffed tire surface.

[0041] Because the rasp blade A is not bent in the midportion of the side of the blade as in US Patent 5,504,981, but instead has a conventional planar body 38 and a separate cutting teeth portion 52a formed outward from the deformation line 52 (FIG. 7a), comprising a plurality of pairs of teeth 34 disposed in a laterally displaced configuration relative to the planar body 38, the planar body 38 can be used in conjunction with conventional planar spacers and conventional planar end caps to form the hub assembly B shown in FIGS. 8 and 9.

[0042] Conventional rasp blade hubs use spacers 44a, 44b, 44c between blades. The spacers are generally designed for use with rasp blades having planar bodies. Because the body 38 of the blade A in the preferred embodiment is planar, it can be used with conventional spacers on existing rasp blade hubs. This can save the operator tooling costs because the rasp blade of this invention can be used on existing rasp hub equipment.

[0043] The foregoing disclosure and description of the invention are illustrative and explanatory thereof, and various changes in the size and shape of hubs and configurations, and differing materials, as well as changes in the details of the illustrated embodiments may be made without departing from the scope of the invention, which is defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A rasp blade for removing worn tread from a tire, comprising:
   a. a planar body defining a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation and having a separate cutting teeth portion at its outer working edge;
   b. said cutting teeth portion extending laterally relative to said perpendicular plane of said planar body; and
   c. said cutting teeth portion being disposed in a substantially continuous transition of alternating sets of lateral sections; each lateral section being oppositely curved from each adjacent lateral section and each lateral section extending an-
2. A rasp blade as in Claim 1, wherein there is an even number of said oppositely curved sections.

3. A rasp blade as in Claim 1, wherein there is an odd number of said oppositely curved sections.

4. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein there are four of said oppositely curved sections.

5. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein said alternating sets of oppositely curved sections form a single helix along said outer periphery.

6. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein said outer working edge is defined by a deformation line substantially parallel to an inner edge of said rasp blade.

7. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein an equal number of said cutting teeth are disposed on each side of said planar body.

8. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein an unequal number of said cutting teeth are disposed on each side of said planar body.

9. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein said cutting teeth are twisted gradually along said oppositely curved sections relative to said planar body.

10. A rasp blade as in Claim 1 wherein said cutting teeth at said outer working edge are all defined by a uniform radius from a center point of said rasp blade.

11. A rasp blade assembly wherein a plurality of said rasp blades of Claim 1 are mounted side to side on a circular rasp blade hub.

12. A rasp blade assembly as in Claim 11 wherein said assembly of rasp blades form a circumference about said rasp blade hub to form a circular cutting surface.

13. A rasp blade assembly as in Claim 11 wherein said blades are mounted to said rasp blade hubs with mounting pins that penetrate holes located on said planar body of said rasp blades.

14. A rasp blade assembly as in Claim 13 wherein an angled planar spacer is positioned on one end of a first said rasp blade assembly, a parallel spacer between subsequent said rasp blades and an additional planar spacer on another end of said multiple rasp blades.

16. A rasp blade for removing worn tread from a tire, comprising:

   a. a planar body with a separate cutting teeth portion at its outer working edge;
   b. said cutting teeth portion extending laterally relative to said planar body;
   c. said cutting teeth portion being disposed in alternating sets of oppositely curved sections; and
   d. said alternating sets of oppositely curved sections and the outer working edge form a sinusoidal curve along said outer working edge.

17. A method of manufacturing an arcuate rasp blade, comprising the steps of:

   a. forming a planar body defining a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation of said planar body and a separate cutting teeth portion at its outer working edge;
   b. extending said cutting teeth portion of said planar body laterally relative to said perpendicular plane of said planar body;
   c. disposing said cutting teeth portion in a substantially continuous transition of alternating sets of lateral sections; and
   d. curving each lateral section oppositely from each adjacent lateral section; and
   e. extending each lateral section angularly from said perpendicular plane of said planar body.

18. The method of Claim 17 wherein the radii of said cutting teeth on said curved sections all lie at substantially the same circumferential radius.

19. The method of Claim 18 wherein the cutting teeth on said curved sections form a substantially sinusoidal curve.

20. The method of Claim 17 wherein the cutting teeth on said curved sections form a substantially single helix configuration.

21. A method of manufacturing a rasp blade comprising the steps of:

   a. forming a planar body having a separate cutting teeth portion at its outer working edge;
   b. extending said cutting teeth portion laterally relative to said planar body;
   c. disposing said cutting teeth portion in alternating sets of oppositely curved sections; and
   d. forming said alternating sets of oppositely curved sections.

22. The method of Claim 21 wherein the cutting teeth on said curved sections form a substantially single helix configuration.
Patentansprüche

1. Raspelblatt zur Entfernung einer abgenutzten Lauffläche von einem Reifen, umfassend:
   a. einen ebenen Körper, der eine Fläche im rechten Winkel zur Rotationsachse definiert und an seiner äußeren Arbeitskante einen separaten Schneidezähneteil aufweist;
   b. wobei sich der Schneidezähneteil seitlich in Bezug auf die rechtwinkelige Fläche des ebenen Körpers erstreckt; und
   c. wobei der Schneidezähneteil in einem im Wesentlichen kontinuierlichen Übergang alternierender Sets von Seitenabschnitten angeordnet ist; wobei jeder Seitenabschnitt entgegengesetzt zu jedem angrenzenden Seitenabschnitt gekrümmt ist und sich jeder Seitenabschnitt abgewinkelt von der rechtwinkeligen Fläche des ebenen Körpers erstreckt.

2. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei es eine gerade Anzahl entgegengesetzt gekrümmter Abschnitte gibt.

3. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei es eine ungerade Anzahl entgegengesetzt gekrümmter Abschnitte gibt.

4. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei es vier entgegengesetzt gekrümmte Abschnitte gibt.

5. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die alternierenden Sets entgegengesetzt gekrümmter Abschnitte eine Einzelhelix entlang des äußeren Umfangs bilden.

6. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die äußere Arbeitskante durch eine Deformationslinie definiert ist, die im Wesentlichen parallel zu einer inneren Kante des Raspelblattes ist.

7. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei auf jeder Seite des ebenen Körpers eine gleiche Anzahl Schneidezähne angeordnet ist.

8. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei auf jeder Seite des ebenen Körpers eine ungleiche Anzahl Schneidezähne angeordnet ist.

9. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Schneidezähne entlang der entgegengesetzt gekrümmten Abschnitte in Bezug auf den ebenen Körper stufenweise gedreht sind.

10. Raspelblatt gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei alle Schneidezähne an der äußeren Arbeitskante durch einen einheitlichen Radius von einem Mittelpunkt des Raspelblattes definiert sind.

11. Raspelblattanordnung, wobei eine Vielzahl von Raspelblättern gemäß Anspruch 1 Seite an Seite an einer kreisförmigen Raspelblattnabe montiert sind.

12. Raspelblattanordnung gemäß Anspruch 11, wobei die Anordnung von Raspelblättern einen Umfang um die Raspelblattnabe bildet, um eine kreisförmige Schneidefläche zu ergeben.

13. Raspelblattanordnung gemäß Anspruch 11, wobei die Blätter an den Raspelblattnaben mit Befestigungsstiften montiert sind, die Löcher durchdringen, die sich auf dem ebenen Körper der Raspelblätter befinden.


16. Raspelblatt zur Entfernung einer abgenutzten Lauffläche von einem Reifen, umfassend:
   a. einen ebenen Körper mit einem separaten Schneidezähneteil an seiner äußeren Arbeitskante;
   b. wobei sich der Schneidezähneteil seitlich in Bezug auf den ebenen Körper erstreckt;
   c. wobei der Schneidezähneteil in alternierenden Sets von entgegengesetzt gekrümmten Abschnitten angeordnet ist; und
   d. wobei alternierende Sets von entgegengesetzt gekrümmten Abschnitten und die äußere Arbeitskante eine sinusförmige Kurve entlang der äußeren Arbeitskante bilden.

17. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines gebogenen Raspelblattes, das die folgenden Schritte umfasst:
   a. Bildung eines ebenen Körpers, der eine Fläche im rechten Winkel zur Rotationsachse des
ebenen Körpers definiert, und eines separaten Schneidezähneteils an seiner äußeren Arbeitskante; 
b. Erweiterung des Schneidezähneteils des ebenen Körpers seitlich in Bezug auf die rechtwinkelige Fläche des ebenen Körpers; 
c. Anordnung des Schneidezähneteils in einem im Wesentlichen kontinuierlichen Übergang alternierender Sets von Seitenabschnitts; 
d. Krümmung jedes Seitenabschnitts entgegengesetzt zu jedem angrenzenden Seitenabschnitt; und 
e. abgewinkelte Erweiterung jedes Seitenabschnitts von der rechtwinkeligen Fläche des ebenen Körpers.

18. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 17, wobei alle Radien der Schneidezähne auf den gekrümmten Abschnitten auf dem im Wesentlichen gleichen Umfangsradius liegen.

19. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 18, wobei die Schneidezähne an den gekrümmten Abschnitten eine im Wesentlichen sinussähnige Kurve bilden.

20. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 17, wobei die Schneidezähne an den gekrümmten Abschnitten im Wesentlichen eine Einzelhelixkonfiguration bilden.

21. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Raspelblattes, das die folgenden Schritte umfasst:
   a. Bildung eines ebenen Körpers mit einem separaten Schneidezähneteil an seiner äußeren Arbeitskante; 
b. Erweiterung des Schneidezähneteils seitlich in Bezug auf den ebenen Körper; 
c. Anordnung des Schneidezähneteils in alternierenden Sets von entgegengesetzt gekrümmten Abschnitten; und 
d. Formung der alternierenden Sets entgegengesetzt gekrümmter Abschnitte und der äußeren Arbeitskante zu einer sinussähnigen Kurve entlang der äußeren Arbeitskante.

Revendications

1. Lame de râpe pour éliminer la bande de roulement usée d’un pneu, comprenant :
   a. un corps plan définissant un plan perpendiculaire à l’axe de rotation et ayant une portion distinctive de dents coupantes à son bord de fonctionnement extérieur ; 
b. ladite portion de dents coupantes s’étendant latéralement par rapport au dit plan perpendiculaire dudit corps plan ; et 
c. ladite portion de dents coupantes étant disposée dans une transition sensiblement continue d’ensembles alternatifs de sections latérales ; chaque section latérale étant incurvée de manière opposée à partir de chaque section latérale adjacente et chaque section latérale s’étendant de manière angulaire à partir dudit plan perpendiculaire dudit corps plan.

2. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel il y a un nombre pair desdites sections incurvées de manière opposée.

3. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel il y a un nombre impair desdites sections incurvées de manière opposée.

4. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel il y a quatre desdites sections incurvées de manière opposée.

5. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdits ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée forment une spirale unique le long de ladite périphérie extérieure.

6. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit bord de fonctionnement extérieur est défini par une ligne de déformation sensiblement parallèle à un bord intérieur de ladite lame de râpe.

7. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un nombre égal desdites dents coupantes sont disposées de chaque côté dudit corps plan.

8. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un nombre inégal desdites dents coupantes sont disposées de chaque côté dudit corps plan.

9. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdites dents coupantes sont torsadées progressivement le long desdites sections incurvées de manière opposée par rapport au dit corps plan.

10. Lame de râpe selon la revendication 1, dans lequel lesdites dents coupantes au dit bord de fonctionnement extérieur sont toutes définies par un rayon unique à partir d’un point central de ladite lame de râpe.

11. Ensemble de lames de râpe, dans lequel une pluralité desdites lames de râpe selon la revendication 1 sont montées côte à côte sur un moyeu circulaire de lames de râpe.

12. Ensemble de lames de râpe selon la revendication 11, dans lequel ledit ensemble de lames de râpe forme une circonférence autour dudit moyeu de la-
mes de râpe pour constituer une surface coupante circulaire.

13. Ensemble de lames de râpe selon la revendication 11, dans lequel lesdites lames sont montées sur lesdits moyeux de lames de râpe avec des broches de montage qui pénètrent dans des trous situés sur ledit corps plan desdites lames de râpe.

14. Ensemble de lames de râpe selon la revendication 13, dans lequel une entretoise plane inclinée est positionnée à une extrémité d’un premier dit ensemble de lames de râpe, une entretoise parallèle est positionnée entre lesdites lames de râpe suivantes et une autre entretoise plane inclinée est positionnée à une autre extrémité desdites multiples lames de râpe.

15. Ensemble de lames de râpe selon la revendication 13, dans lequel une entretoise plane est positionnée à une extrémité d’un premier dit ensemble de lames de râpe, une entretoise parallèle est positionnée entre lesdites lames de râpe suivantes et une autre entretoise plane est positionnée à une autre extrémité desdites multiples lames de râpe.

16. Lame de râpe pour éliminer la bande de roulement usée d’un pneu, comprenant :
   a. un corps plan ayant une portion distincte de dents coupantes à son bord de fonctionnement extérieur ;
   b. ladite portion de dents coupantes s’étendant latéralement par rapport au dit corps plan ;
   c. ladite portion de dents coupantes étant disposée dans des ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée ; et
   d. lesdits ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée et le bord de fonctionnement extérieur forment une courbe sinusoïdale le long dudit bord de fonctionnement extérieur.

17. Procédé de fabrication d’une lame de râpe arquée, comprenant les étapes de :
   a. la formation d’un corps plan ayant une portion distincte de dents coupantes à son bord de fonctionnement extérieur ;
   b. l’extension de ladite portion de dents coupantes latéralement par rapport au dit corps plan ;
   c. la disposition de ladite portion de dents coupantes dans des ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée ; et
   d. la formation desdits ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée et du bord de fonctionnement extérieur dans une courbe sinusoïdale le long dudit bord de fonctionnement extérieur.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 17, dans lequel les rayons desdites dents coupantes sur lesdites sections incurvées se trouvent tous sensiblement au même rayon circonférentiel.

19. Procédé selon la revendication 18, dans lequel les dents coupantes sur lesdites sections incurvées constituent une courbe sensiblement sinusoïdale.

20. Procédé selon la revendication 17, dans lequel les dents coupantes sur lesdites sections incurvées constituent une configuration sensiblement hélicoïdale unique.

21. Procédé de fabrication d’une lame de râpe, comprenant les étapes de :
   a. la formation d’un corps plan ayant une portion distincte de dents coupantes à son bord de fonctionnement extérieur ;
   b. l’extension de ladite portion de dents coupantes latéralement par rapport au dit corps plan ;
   c. la disposition de ladite portion de dents coupantes dans des ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée ; et
   d. la formation desdits ensembles alternatifs de sections incurvées de manière opposée et du bord de fonctionnement extérieur dans une courbe sinusoïdale le long dudit bord de fonctionnement extérieur.

   a. la formation d’un corps plan définissant un plan perpendiculaire à l’axe de rotation dudit corps plan et une portion distincte de dents coupantes à son bord de fonctionnement extérieur ;
   b. l’extension de ladite portion de dents coupantes dudit corps plan latéralement par rapport au dit plan perpendiculaire dudit corps plan ;
   c. la disposition de ladite portion de dents coupantes dans une transition sensiblement continue d’ensembles alternatifs de sections latérales ;
   d. la courbure de chaque section latérale de ma-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tooth Pair</th>
<th>Radius (mm)</th>
<th>Tooth Pair</th>
<th>Radius (mm)</th>
<th>Tooth Pair</th>
<th>Radius (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>134.15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>146.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>146.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>134.15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>134.15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>146.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>134.15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>133.85</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>146.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>133.55</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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